from highfalutin upperclassmen. In the Core curriculum, efforts continue to increase the number of courses, to assure students choice and spread enrollments out more evenly. But Knowles also raises anew the idea of reducing the number of required Core courses by one, to seven—which would make it easier for students to enroll in a freshman seminar or other elective, and might serve as an example to departments with especially onerous concentration requirements.

The remaining components of the curriculum are the College concentrations and the courses available to graduate students. In place of the prevailing “sense that each of these four curricular elements has to compete with the others” for scarce faculty time, Knowles hopes for “a more ideal world” where every department would “see all four of these areas as part of our collective obligation,” not as “the accidental consequence of individual faculty benevolence.”

Hence, curricular planning. Beginning last autumn, all departments have been asked to project their course offerings for the next three years, including information on who might teach each, and also on what retirements or leaves are anticipated—matters necessitating a search for a new appointment or a visiting professor, if another member of the department cannot temporarily take a course on. Although such information exists in some departments, in many, remarkably, it does not, making it hard for anyone to count on a predictable course of study.

That ignorance has baneful effects on several FAS constituencies, and so curricular planning is also, fundamentally, a human-resources problem. Now that graduate students have guaranteed offers of financial support that include teaching experience, the obligation exists to provide “intellectually relevant teaching opportunities,” and therefore a stable course schedule. Students, “often not knowing if a particularly enticing course will ever be offered again,” or struggling to satisfy requirements, may have to make suboptimal selections. Faculty members, who might enjoy a more generous leave policy to pursue research (perhaps a paid semester every three years, rather than paid leaves alternating with unpaid leaves, often of little use to those in the humanities and the social sciences), could expect the dean’s favor if he knew the available teaching resources—the decisive factor, Knowles says. Searches, an arduous process, could be launched in a more timely way. And so on.

That important housekeeping attended to, Knowles hints he has something more expansive in mind. He writes that the faculty “must rethink what is essential for each of the undergraduate concentrations.” Now that faculty members have examined the Core curriculum, language requirements, and freshman seminars in recent years, and the prospects for study abroad this year, is there an appetite for some more comprehensive review of the College academic experience? Indeed, the dean says, “classroom offerings” must be planned “holistically,” and attention paid to “the balance between the fraction of undergraduate courses that we mandate and the fraction that our students elect,” to remedy concern about excessive concentration requirements. He also hints that along with repairing academic advising (see page 68), the faculty ought to examine the “balance between [students’] academic work and their commitments outside the classroom”—another very big question for future FAS study.

Any review of curriculum and faculty resources leads immediately to space planning. Happily, after three nearly static decades (see “Elbow Room,” March-April 2001, page 61), the professoriate has begun growing again (from 603 professors in 1998-1999 to 637 now), particularly in the junior ranks. The bad news is that they, and the several dozen new positions hoped for this decade—guided in part by curricular planning—urgently need more room, particularly for scientific laboratories. And so the most ambitious agenda for new construction in a generation or more is in the offing. The University’s long-term growth prospects in Allston aside, Knowles highlights the first two laboratory buildings envisioned for the North Precinct (beyond the Museum of Comparative Zoology and the existing science buildings), planning for which can begin as soon as an underground parking garage is under way, later this year. Together with the center for government and international studies and a proposed new physical-sciences building (which may enter
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**A Foray into Digital Preservation**

**Scholarly journals today** are born digital, and in increasing numbers of cases, no paper edition is ever published. Typically, only one institution holds an e-journal—its publisher. The costly replication and redundancy characteristic of paper publishing are absent. But what if the publisher goes out of business, or up in flames? The prospect gives librarians and scholars the willies. When a journal exists in both paper and electronic form, a library may decide to pay the cost of having it both ways—electronically for convenient current access, on paper for peace of mind about long-term availability.

Last spring the Harvard University Library, partnering with three major publishers of scholarly journals—Blackwell Publishing, John Wiley & Sons, and the University of Chicago Press—got a $145,000 grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to plan an electronic-journal archive. Their work has gone well, says Dale Flecker, associate director for planning and systems in the University Library. (For a thorough discussion of issues related to e-journal archiving, see an article by Flecker at www.dlib.org/-dlib/september01/flecker/09flecker.html.)

Harvard and its partners are so pleased with their planning that they intend in April to present a proposal to Mellon for funds to make a third-party archive, at Harvard, to hold copies of e-journals, perhaps for fail-safe uses only.

“The archiving and preserving of digital materials is a huge issue in the library world,” says Flecker. “We will have failed if we can’t guarantee the long-term preservation of digital material. This archiving project is our first foray into the field. There will be many to follow.”
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